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Abstract–In this interview, William Hart mann (Bill, Fig. 1) descri bes how he was inspired as a

teenager by a map of the Moon in an encyclopedia and by the paintings by Chesley Bonestell.

Through the amateur journal “Strolling Astronomer,” he shared his interests with other

teenagers who became lifelong colleagues. At college, he participated in Project Moonwatch,

observing early artificial satellites. In graduat e school, under Gerar d Kuiper, Bill discove red

Mare Oriental e and other large concentric lunar basin struc tures. In the 1960s and 1970s, he

used crater densities to study surface ages and erosive/depositional effects, predicted the

approximately 3.6 Gyr ages of the lunar maria before the Apollo samples, discovered the

intense pre-m are lunar bombardment, deduced the youthful Martian volcanism as part of

the Marine r 9 team , and proposed (with Do n Davis) the giant impact model for lunar origin.

In 1972, he helped foun d (what is now) the Planetary Science Insti tute. Fro m the late 1970s to

early 1990s, Bill worked mostly with Dale Cruikshank and Dave Tholen at Mauna Kea

Observatory, helping to break down the Victorian paradigm that separat ed comet s and

asteroids, and determining the approx imately 4% albedo of comet nuclei. Most recently, Bill

has worke d with the imaging team s for several additional Mars missions. He has written three

college textbooks a nd, since the 1970s, afte r painting illustrati ons for his text books, ha s

devoted part of his tim e to painting, having had several exhibitions. He has also published two

novels. Bill Hart mann won the 2010 Bar ringer Award for impact studies and the first Carl

Sagan Award for outreach in 1997.

DS: Bill thank you very much for doing this. I

would like to start with a very general question. What is

the one incident in your life above all others that has

determined the nature of your career?

WKH: I would say that what initially stirred my

excitement for this topic were the books I stumbled

across as a teenager. One event I recall was that my

brother, who was 8 years older than I was, had a

young person’s encyclopedia called the Book of

Knowledge. One day I was looking at that book and

there was this map of the Moon. Craters, mountains,

plains, all sorts of feat ures. That blew me away. The

concept that there was this other land, not just a

shining thing in the sky, but a geological body, a new

geographical . There was also a book by Willy Leyplace

and Chesley Bonestell, , which had allConquest of Space

these marve lous paintings by Bonestell, visualizing what

it was like on other planets. It came out in 1949. I am

fond of my copy of that book because my fathe r

somehow managed to get Willy Ley, a German

expatriate colleague of von Braun’s, a writer and

popularizer for space, to come to our town and give a

talk and autogra ph my book. Many years late r I met

Chesley Bonestell and got him to au tograph the book.

There are not very many copies of that book with the

signatures of both authors! The paintings gave me a

real desire to want to know what it would be like on

other worlds.

What the map of the Moon and the Bonestell

paintings showed were real geographical places, a real

contrast with the situation tod ay wher e children get

excited by, say, the Harry Potter and Tolkein books,
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now known mostly as movies. These are pure fantasies.

The images I was looking at, were deali ng with real

places So there was a group of us in the 1950s who got!

hooked on the “fantasy” of real places and ended up

with careers in planetary science and exploration.

In terms of what set me off on a career in

planetary scienc e, I would have to say my graduate

assistantship with Gerard Kuiper. In 1961, I arrive d in

Tucson from near Pittsburgh, where I grew up. Kuiper

put me to work on a project that was called the

Rectified Lunar Atlas where we projected phot ographs

of the Moon taken from grou nd-based telescopes— —

onto a globe. This way we could take a camer a and

move it round the globe and see the surfac e everywhere

as if we were looking down from right above. During

that first year, I came in one day and saw this

projection of the Moon taken at just the right libration,

and with the right shadow s and the right lighting, so

that when you walked around to the side of the globe,

you could see this enormous bull’s eye pattern. We now

know it as the Orientale Basin. It had never been seen

before. It was one thing to see the rings, but it was

something else to realize that it led us to a ofpattern

basin structures . I had read Ralph Baldwin’s book on

the lunar features and realized that the bull’s eye

pattern meant that all giant lunar impact scars creat e

multiring fracture systems. I took the pictures into

Kuiper and told him that we have a very exciting

feature here. He graciously let me be the first author on

the discovery paper. We coined the term “multi-ring

basin,” and showe d that nearly all the big impact

features over a few hundred kilometers across had at

least vestigial, con centric, multiring systems. Chuck

(Charles A.) Wood and I did a 1971 pap er summarizi ng

the transitions from simple craters to central peak

craters and multiring features, and coined the term

“peak ring crater” for the rare transitional form where

the cen tral peak has spread out into a ring of peaks, as

in Schr€odinger on the full-Moon, leading to full-fledged

multiring basins. Of course, in later decades, they be gan

to be seen on other planets as well, and transitions

occurred at different sizes on each world. I wrote a

paper suggesting a relation between the transiti on sizes

and gravity.

Then, in the summ er of 1964, Kuiper sent me to

Mauna Kea on the Big Islan d of Hawaii to do site

testing for what he envision ed would be a new

observatory. There was a gentleman on the lunar lab

staff named Alika Herring who had been hired by

Kuiper. He did the first site tests and then I reli eved

him for 6 weeks. It was my first big travel adventure. I

was on my own, living on the mountain top, going

down Hilo every few days. I had a two-way radio, so if

I started up the mountai n at 1 0 P M. ., I would let a ham

radio operator in Hilo know where I was. That led to a

long love affair with the “Big Island” of Hawaii.

While I was on Mauna Kea, that summer, Ranger

7 became the first probe to take close-up phot ographs

of the surfa ce as it fell into the Moon. It struck me

that while e verybody was racing to see smaller an d

smaller details, in fact in Kuiper’s lab we wer e still

discovering “new” 1000 km scale features In!

retrospect, I see this as a subconscious pattern in my

career. While many scientists are trained to look for

ever-finer detail, I like to back away from the de tail

and look at a much larger scale.

DS: So what stimulated your interest in planetary

science were the books you read as a teenager and what

established you in this career were your experiences in

graduate scho ol, discovering the structure of Orientale,

being on Mauna Kea, and thinki ng about the new

Ranger images of the Moon. You also seem to have

been very interested in Baldw in’s book.

WKH: Yes, and an interest in crate rs in general,

and their size distributions, from the smallest to the

largest. The crate r size distribut ions were inter esting to

me because there was still an argument about whether

they were the resul t of asteroid impac t or volcanism.

One of the points we could show was that the size

distribution of craters on the Moon was the same as the

size distribution of craters that woul d be caused by

impacts of asteroids in the asteroid belt. Those wer e

two totally different bodies of literature until you saw

the connecti on.

Fig. 1. William K. Hartmann taken 2010 Aug 2 (Photo: Gayle
Hartmann).
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DS: So that is what got you started. What I want

to do now is a biography with an emphasi s on your

scientific work. So let’s go back to your earliest days.

Where yo u are born, your parents, tell me somet hing

about your childhood.

GROWING UP IN PENNSY LVANIA, BONEST ELL,

MOORE, AND THE STROLL ING ASTRONO MER

WKH: I was born in New Kensington,

Pennsylvania, which is a little town up the river from

Pittsburgh. My father was a civi l engineer with an

aluminum company, Alc oa. He was in research an d

testing for Alcoa. His work was about utilizing

aluminum with its various micro properties for

everything they cou ld think of. He became the head of

research for the last few years of his career. My

mother’s father was a mathematician and something of

a philosopher, fairly well-known, and my father’s father

was a painter. I suppose subliminal ly they may have

affected me. I’ve always wondered about it. I was never

very mathematica l or analyt ical but I was very good at

putting ideas together. And my parents were always

interested in nature and in explaining things. So I g rew

up in a hous ehold where everything was inter esting.

Nothing was very dogmatic. I got interest ed in

archaeology. I had this tiny museum, with all sorts of

Indian artifacts, partly from my grandfather’s farm.

Ancient things always intrigued me.

Somewhere, about age 10 or 12, I began to realize

that my interest was shifting to planet s and astronomy.

There was a period of lost love; I loved archaeol ogy

but suddenly there was this new interest. I have tried

to recall how I became interested in astronomy. Earlier

I mentioned the map of the Moon and the Bonestell

book. I loved Bonestell’s paintings the whole idea of—

them. As a teenage r I tried to make my own paintings

of the planets. Bonestell usuall y gave the angular width

of his paintings. He though t of everything in terms of

the angles, the way a typic al camera lens would render

the scene. A typical snapshot has an angular width of

approximately 35 or 40 . So, he would figure out the°

angular size of Sa turn as seen from one of its Moons.

If he had 20 inch wide “typical snapshot” painting,

and Saturn was 10 wide from that particular moon, it°

had to cover about a quarter of the width of the

picture.

DS: Well, he was trained as an architect.

WKH: Well, as an architectural draftsman. He was

the leading Hollywood special effects artist during the

1940s. He worked on andCitizen Kane The Hunchback

of Not re Dame. They built the bottom 10 feet of the

Cathedral and he painted the rest, knowing where the

camera was.

DS: What were your other childhoo d influences?

WKH: In 1954, I think it was, my father got a 4

week vacati on because he had worked for Alcoa for

25 yr. The family had never been to Eur ope, so we

went. I went into this bookstore in London on the first

day we were there and there was Patrick Moo re’s Guide

to the Moon. That, together with the map, really made

me want to look at the Moon and planets with a

telescope. Well, we came back from the trip and I had

to have a telescope. For Christmas, I got a little 2.4

inch refractor. Around my freshman year in the high

school, I joined a local astr onomy club, which was

connected to the Pittsburgh amateu r astronomy club

and was very active. It had a mirror grinding laborat ory

and I actually ground an 8 inch mirror. My dad helped

me with the telescope.

DS: In about 1962, I wrot e to Patrick Moore for

instructions on making a telescope and he sent me back

a two-page handwritten , tightly written, letter pack ed

full of information. He started out by saying that he

knew nothing about this, but then went on to write two

pages, ending by giving me another name to contact.

It’s amazing that at the time when he was such a big

TV personal ity that he had time and inclination to write

a two-page personal letter to a 13 or 14 yr old. You

were about the same age when yo u vacationed in

Europe?

WKH: I was 14, so I did not really appreciate all

that there was to see, all the European history for

example. My fathe r’s father, the painter, came from

Switzerland. So, we visited Bern, and saw the large, old

clock tower. At noon, a crowd would collect and watch

while automated doors opened and little carved

characters would come out and march around. Nearl y

fifty years later, I had an invitation from the

International Space Science Institute in Bern and I

walked by that tower and felt the ghost of 14 yr old

Billy standing outside, looking up at this clock.

DS: It was probably 14
th

century!

WKH: Well, the cornerstone of the nearby

apartment building I lived in, in old town Bern, dates

that building at 1695!

DS: So astronomy became a big hobby?

WKH: All of us in Kuiper’s group were about the

same age and had all joined the Association of Lunar

and Planetary Observers (ALPO), which was the

American equivalent of the British Astrono mical

Association (BAA). The BAA in England , of course,

was almost profes sional in observing planets, clouds on

Jupiter, dust storms on Mars, all the things you could

see wi th a mo dest backyard telescope. (It always

seemed stra nge to me, that the country with the worst

cloud cover would have the most active amateur

astronomers.) The ALPO attracted most of us in
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that generation of students. I was a member, so were

Dale Cruikshan k, Al (Alan B.) Binder, and Clark

Chapman, from high school to college and graduate

school. When we met each other in Kuiper’s lab in

graduate school, most of us had been sending visual

observations to the ALPO. In fact, most of us had

already known each other through our observat ions

since high school.

DS: So you were a teenager, and you were in this

club, how did you make contact with the others?

WKH: The ALPO had a journal, called the

“Strolling Astronomer ,” edited by Walter Haas, in New

Mexico, and it had a “section” for each planet, like the

British Astron omical Asso ciation. We sen t in our

observations and were seeing each other’s names. At the

end of each apparition of Mars, for example, the Mars

recorder would combine our drawings, so they co uld

track changes, dust storms, recession of the polar cap,

and so on. We would send the observations and get

these very nice professional looking letters back. They

were not necessarily from someone as elevated as

Patrick Moore, but they certa inly encouraged us. It was

so exciting to see our drawings of Mars in this

publication.

Let me add something before I forget. We had all

gone through teenage years observing with our

backyard tele scopes knowi ng the names of all the

features. So, it was a kind of disillus ionment to start

going to professional university seminars with the

famous names of the day, and realize that this handful

of important names in planetary science kne w hardly

any of the names of the features on the planet s. Their

view was more detached an d theoretical.

DS: Did you say whether your mother had a job?

WKH: No she didn’t. She taught math until she

was married. She was a typic al well-educated woman of

the 1950s. She was a member of a book club, a piano

group, a sewing club; she had a number of social

functions. They wer e all-women activities; very gender

separated. The exception was the bridge club, when they

would play as couples.

DS: So you grew up in a very educated

environment?

WKH: Yes. There was nothing particu larly

unusual among our family friends. I suppose we wer e

upper middle class, but I was not very conscious of any

class or income level, because there was not the huge

income gap that we have now. We lived in a two -story

brick house wi thin walking distance of my dad’s lab

and we had one car, a Chevr olet. All the kids in town

went to the same high schoo l. Black, white, richer,

poorer. No cha rter schools. No schools teaching

creationism. That was what it was like in the 1950s. It

is not like that now.

DS: When you were a teenager, was the European

vacation the only one you took?

WKH: No. Each summer, we would take some

vacation in the family car, but it was just 2 weeks . We

always went to Illinois where both sets of grandparents

were, and I had an aunt and uncle in Houston, Texas.

One year we went to the Rocky M ountains . The trip to

Europe was unique.

DS: So at some point you thought about college.

How did that happen?

COLLEGE AND MOONWATCH

WKH: I had an aunt who was Dean of Students at

the University of Indiana and she arranged to have

Frank Edmonson, who was an astr onomer there, show

us the observatory. That was a big thing. I was then

about 16 or 17. I was tryi ng to figure out where to go to

college and Edmonso n’s advice was that if you were

interested in astronomy do not go stra ight into

astronomy but take physics. So I ended up at Penn State

studying physics. Ther e was no question I would go to

college. It was always assumed I would go and I really

think I ha d a marvelousl y peaceful, simple adolescence.

Somehow my upbringing gave me enough momentum

that I was just sailing along wi thout any great angst.

DS: Can you say something about your time at

Penn State?

WKH: Carl Bauer was the astronomy profes sor at

Penn State . A very interesting guy, with a sense of

humor. One day, our class decided to play a joke on

him and we all set our watches 6 or 8 min slow to

arrive late and convince him his watch was wrong. He

one-upped us. He had started lecturing on time to the

one student who wasn’t in on the joke, filled the board

with equations, and tested us on it during the next class

period. I had an assistantship with him. He was one of

the pioneers in measuring the helium-3/ helium-4 ratios

in meteorites. Those were beginnings of cosmic ray

exposure age techniques. Somehow I go t the message

from Baue r, to cut back on the amat eur observi ng and

put down the paints , because to be a serio us student I

had to focus on my degree in physics. All during that

college period, howeve r, I was sending occasi onal

drawings to the “Strolling Astronomer” and

communicating with Cruikshank and the others by

occasional letters.

In 1956, President Eisenhower announced that

America would launch the first artificial satellite, during

the International Geophysi cal Year. All the amateur

astronomers were organized into what was call ed

Project Moonwatch. That was a program in which

amateurs would spot the satellites and record their

position in the sky. Amazingly enough, when they
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launched those things , they were not exactly sure where

they would go. W hat orbit they would have. Eve ry

launch had its own quirks. Of cou rse, the Russians were

the first to launch a satellite, on October 4, 1957. The

Moonwatch program started in 1956, when I graduated

from high school, and in 1957, they were buildi ng a

Moonwatch facility on the roof of Allegheny

Observatory where I ha d a wonderful summer job

working on stellar parallaxes (Fig. 2). The Moonwat ch

facility was a row of chairs in a north south line an d–

there was a pole in the middl e. Each observer on the

team sat with a small telescope, whi ch was aimed at

the top of the pole so, as a team, they were covering the

sky along the Meridian. Penn State, where I was during

the winter, had its own Moonwatch team and we

frequently went out at dusk or dawn, when satellites

were visib le. If you ever want to be cold, sit in a

Moonwatch chair for an hour or so in December in

Pennsylvania watching for satellites.

DS: What was the mood of the group, looking at

the first Earth satellites?

WKH: It was so exciting. Would our target show

up on tim e? How good was the orbit? How bright

would it be? Would it be tumbling, end-over -end?

DS: So how long did you keep this up?

WKH: For most of the time, I was in college; I was

active in Moonwatch, either at Penn State in the winter

or at All egheny Observatory in the summer. They were

less necessary after that.

DS: How did you select The Un iversity of Arizona

for graduate school?

THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA

AND GERARD KUPIER

WKH: In 1960 and 1961, there were really were

only a ha ndful of graduate schools wher e you could

study planets. Harvard had a strong astronomy

program with Fred Whipple, but I was looking for

somewhere where I could study plan ets. Kuiper had just

moved to The University of Ari zona, in Tucson, from

Yerkes Observatory, and NASA or NSF had a program

of creating center s of excellence. They wanted to take 8

or 10 grade B universities and promote them to grad e A

research universities. So, out of that sit uation, Kuiper

got a whole building, which became Kuiper’s Lunar and

Planetary Laboratory. So I got into the Ariz ona

program and got assistantship from Kuiper. I drove out

there wi th my parents; they had their car and I ha d

mine, a used Ford Falcon. They installed me in a room

of a boarding house owned by a lady who I discove red,

from the literature lying around the house, was not in

great health and was sending her money to a miracle

cure evangelical group that was located in southern

Arizona. She had books with pictures of demons, with

forked tails and horns, with label s to show whi ch

demons caused which diseases. A sad and medieval

environment. Illuminat ing about our country! That was

my first year at Tucson, 1961.

Kuiper’s initial office was in the physics building,

but his setup for the Rectified Lunar Atlas photography

and crater cataloging was in a Quonset hut-like building

called Temporary Six, T-6. Dale and I used to joke

about Kuiper ’s sporadi c ne eds for a grad student to

help with something. Dale, in particular, would get calls

at 11 o’cloc k, “Are you doing anything, Dale?” “Well,

I’m trying to sleep ” And whenever there was a cris is,!

Kuiper would be in the hall crying, “Call T-6. Call

T-6.” Natura lly, we think there should be a giant

plaque over there on the site where T6 used to be.

Instead, there is the scienc e library.

Kuiper came from the European traditi on where

major observatories and labs would produce their own

set of publications , for example, catalogs of, say, 500

star positions, whi ch would take up too much space in

a jou rnal. So, Kuiper started his own inho use journal,

Communications of the Lun ar and Planetary Laboratory,

which enabled him to publish anything he want ed.

However, it did not go over terribly well with some of

his crit ics, since it also let him do an end-run around

the peer-review process.

Fig. 2. Young Bill, seen here with his home-made 8 inch
reflector telescope, joins the local Moonwatch team, as
reported in the New Kensington, PA, local paper for March 8,
1957.
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Harold Urey was one of the critics; he and Kuiper

had a famous and long-term feud. It was interesting to

begin to perceive that from our lowly position as grad

students. W hen Kuiper and I published the Orientale

discovery pap er in the LPL communications, we

included a whole series of the multiringed basins we had

observed (Fig. 3). Once we had seen Orientale, it was

shockingly easy to go back and find dozens of

concentric ring structures . Baldwin was really on to it

too, but somehow if you read his book, you do not get

the feeling that this was a common universal pattern.

Curiously enough, there is a 2 ratio from one ring to√

the next ring and Kuiper and I talked about all that in

our paper. A few weeks later, I found in my mail box a

letter from Harol d Urey. “Oh my gosh, I’m a graduate

student gett ing a letter from a Nobel Prize winner.” I

opened it and the first line was I feel like I have this— 

quote fairly accurat e “As an older man to a younger—

man, I want to tell you that this is not a good way to

start your career.” He launched into a big attack on the

paper we had published. He cou ld not see the rings . In

particular, he objected to our comments on Imbrium. In

his famous 1952 book, , he had publishedThe Planets

an inter pretation of the Imbrium impact feature wher e

he thought that the actual impact was in the Sinus

Iridum area, the trajectory was tangential, and that the

symmetry was bilateral , not concentric. Urey could not

abide a concentric pattern. Meanwhile, I publ ished a

couple of follow-up papers in the LPL Communica tions

on the strong radial patterns of grooves and other

lineaments around basins. It seems to me we still don’t

understand the mechanics of formation of the

concentric rings, the 2 spacings, or the relative√
importance of fractures, flying e jecta, and base surge

striations in the radial systems althoug h recent—

researchers such a s Jim Head and his colle agues have

done some interesting work on the subsurface structures

of the rings , using GRAIL gravity data.

Kuiper had some disagreements with Shoemaker,

too, when Kuiper, Shoemaker, and Urey were all on the

Ranger 7 team. Ranger 7 revealed that craters at 100< –

200 m in size were crowded and often had very soft

rims, making barely visible depressions. Shoe maker

showed that many or most of the soft-rimmed craters

seen on the Moon were prob ably secondary ejecta

impacts. His research kep t me interested in the possibl e

utility of the impac t craters for dating . Kuiper,

however, thought the “soft craters” were sag pits

formed as lavas flowed over pre-existing craters an d

cavities. I think he was naturally frustrated as

Shoemaker’s view prevailed.

Listening to some of those argumentative

discussions as a graduate student finally made me

realize that if you find yourself thinkin g that other

people are too dumb to underst and you, it may mean

that you yourself are not presenting your ideas clearly.

DS: What other memories do you have of graduat e

school? You have talked about your research.

WKH: There was no planetary science department

in those days, so I enroll ed in a Ph. D. in astronomy.

The astronomy department was just across the street

from the lunar lab. A professor in the Geology

Department, Spence Titley, was active in the new

planetary mapping programs of the U.S. Geological

Survey, and volunteered a lot of his own time to take

Dale and Al and me under his wing and give us some

crash courses in basic mineralogy and petrology. As a

result, I got my MS in geology in 1965 and then my

Ph.D. in 1966 in astronomy. When it was time for me

to defend my thesis, I got a strong grilling, particular ly

from a geochemist who said that if my work on impact

cratering rates was true, why weren’t there craters all

over the Earth. I think he knew full well, but was being

a devil’s advocate. I answered something about how

“The Earth is so geologically acti ve, and the craters get

obliterated.” At that time, we were talking merely about

“mountain building,” fluv ial erosi on, etc. This was

before it was understood how profound ly Earth has

Fig. 3. Discovery of the Orientale Impact Basin. Earth-based
photographs showing multiring basin on the limb of the
Moon, and the discovery photograph of the Orientale
multiring impact basin on the Moon. The left-hand
photograph shows the normal, foreshortened view from the
Earth. The right-hand photograph was made by projecting an
Earth-based photograph onto a white globe, and
rephotographing the globe, in a pre-Apollo mapping program
designed by G. P. Kuiper (Hartmann and Kuiper 1962).
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been resurfaced by plate tect onics. But all those studies

of craters and cratering rates laid a lot of groundwork

for my later work in helping to develop basic concepts

of crater chronometry.

DS: You were in astronomy. Were the others in

astronomy?

WKH: No. Al Binder had always been interested in

the geo logy of Mars, and Dale was working for Kuiper

building spectrometers to study plan etary surface

compositions, and so they ended up in Geology. Stil l,

we attended a lot of lectures together.

DS: Were you still in graduate school when the

building opened ? You remember all the construction

work?

WKH: Yes, that is what I remember. Certainly by

the time I was a fresh minted Ph.D. and an assistant

professor, we wer e in the new building and I taught a

class on the solar system over in the astronomy

department. Kuiper assigned Pat (Elizabeth J.) Roemer,

a comet expert, and me to rough out a curriculum for a

planetary scienc e Ph.D. degree. Pat was chair and I was a

member of the committee. We did the initial work on

that. Kuiper was not terribly gracious toward the geology

department and, in particular, Spencer Titley. Kuiper

believed that planet ary scienc e came from the astronomy

done at big observatories, and not from geology.

Kuiper had a passion for big observatories an d

building spectro meters. He loved taking spectromet ers

to McDonald Obser vatory in Texas, for instance. Dale

Cruikshank’s assistantship work was in the spectroscopy

laboratory. In a lot of ways, he had a tougher time than

I did, because he had to build something that had to

work ne xt Tuesday, whereas my job was to g o in the

dark room and print pictures for the atlas, and measure

the diameters of craters.

BEGINNINGS OF A POSTDOCT ORAL

CAREER AT TUCSON

DS: You completed your Ph.D. in 1966. What do

you remember from your e arly post-Ph.D. years?

WKH: The lunar lab unde r Kuiper and David

Arthur published the catalog of the craters on the

Moon and I thought it would be fun to look at the size

distribution of those craters. The only literature data I

could find on size distributions of lunar craters were a

couple of obscure articles in the journa l of the BAA

where one of the English observers had tabulated the

bigger craters and plotted size dist ributions. It was an

important subject because there was still this dispute

about whether the craters were form ed by impact or

volcanism. There was beginni ng to be data on the size

distribution of the asteroids, based on statistics for

ground-based obs ervations of the larger asteroids. The

crater size distribut ion seemed to matc h what would be

produced if asteroids hit the Moon, which helped

cement the idea that craters were impact features.

So, here was young Bill about to co mplete his Ph.D.

beginning to plot size distributions of craters; I alrea dy

mentioned that Ranger 7 had given us crater sizes down

to very small sizes. So, now Mariner 4 flies by Mars in

1965. A character that I heard much about but never

met was Ernst J. €Opik. He was in Ireland and publish ed

out of the Armagh Observatory and to my mind he was

always about 20 yr ahead in his thinking. He published

an article in the Armagh Observatory journal in 1965,

and then I think in , in 1966, only a few monthsScience

after Mariner 4 flew by Mars he could write something—

and get it into Armagh Observatory journal in a month

or two and pointed out that the size distribution was—

flatter than the one on the Moon. In other words , if you

go to half the crater size for the Moon, the frequency

goes up by a factor of four, but on Mars, it would be

only a factor of two. Then, he stated that if there was a

continuous process like deposition of dus t filli ng up the

craters that would red uce the slope by unity as—

observed on Mars. A number of us wondered where he

got that. Clark Chapman, worki ng with Jim Pollack and

Carl Sagan, was first to publish a derivation of what I

call now the }Opik effe ct. They put out an SAO paper in

1968 and then an paper in 1969.Astronomical Journal

I had many conversations with Clark he came out—

to Ari zona for a semester or two of study in Kuiper’s

lab. I wrote a paper for in 1971 revisiting theIcarus

derivation and the consequ ences. The slope on the size

distribution is giving us a clue as to the erosi onal

climate on that planet. Think how luck y we are Nature!

is going aroun d with a cookie cutter making these

circular holes in the ground at a specific rate. The

number of craters per km
2

gives us a chance to estimate

how long that surface was exposed. On the Moon,

that’s the end of the story . But on Mars, where there

are dust storm s an d lava flows and ice-rich mantling

that covers craters, and water-flow or ice effe cts erode

them, the older, smaller craters will be missing and the

slope will change, and we can measure this evidence for

an active surface. It’s still not fully appreciated that the
}Opik effect is a very powerful tool.

I got interested in all this at about the time I got

my degree. Kuiper had edited a volume from the

University of Chicago Press not long after he got to

Arizona. One of the articles concerned the newl y

discovered impac t craters in Canada. So, the year

before I got my de gree, I published a 1965 paper in

Icarus, taking the new results from Canada. I took the

lunar lava plains’ crater size distribution and divide d by

the rate at whi ch big craters were formed in Canada

and got a number of 3.6 Gyr for the age of the lava
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plains on the Moon. Which turned out about as go od

as you c ould get with onl y two signi ficant figures.

DS: You got the 3.6 Gyr age for the Maria before

the return of the Apollo samples?

WKH: Yes, to do any better you ne eded samples.

That was a very interesting period because Kuiper

thought that the lunar plains’ age was of that order of

magnitude. Now, we were on the run-up to the Mo on

landings. Shoemaker was very influ ential and he was

privy to some defense department data co ncerning

shock waves in the atmos phere. Everybody was worr ied

about nuclear tests, which was why they had these

detectors. If there is an explosion over the Pacific,

nobody would see the explosion but you can easily

detect the shock waves. Well, it turns out that the

observed shock waves were most ly caused by

meteoroids. From the shock wave ene rgy, you can get

the size of the meteoroid. This was pioneeri ng stuf f,

and uh oh! the calibration from shock wave stre ngth— —

to meteorite size in those days was way off. Shoemaker

used those figures and was going round giving talks—

hardly anyon e rememb ers this now and he said the—

new information indicated that the lava plains were

only a few hundred million years old. This seemed very

revolutionary to everybod y, but he carried so much

weight that that number started to circulate. My

number of 3.6 Gyr was put on the back shelf.

That was the environment in which the first rock

sample ages were reported. Wasserburg’s lab was one

of the best known labs, and Gerry is a wonderful

flamboyant personality with a great sense of humor.

So, he came to campus one day, shortly after Apollo

11 and 12. He’d just finished dating the rocks, and

gave a big public talk. He looked down his nose at

the crater counts, because ages from crate r counts

might be a factor of two off, whereas those guys

could measure ages to severa l significant figures. So,

here’s young Dr. Bill sitting in the audience when

Gerry proclaimed, as I remember, “Now you can

flush crater count ages down the toilet.” I was

mortified. They got 3.0 3.5 Gyr for the samples so,–

thinking of Shoemaker’s ages, he thought the guys

doing crater coun ts did not know what they wer e

doing. Of course, 40 years later, we do not have rocks

from every planetary surface, so if we can just

calibrate the crater coun t da ting with samples from

the Moon or, better yet, Mars, we co uld really get

quite precise calibration for the crater densities for

surfaces of various ages. Then, you could really date

all the formations on a given planet without any more

samples. Of course, you need the samples for chemical

and petrologic reasons. But, the idea of craters as a

profoundly new geologi cal tool is something I’ve be en

interested in, ever since that period, 1966 1972.–

Then, in 1971 1972, I found myself on the Mariner–

9 imaging team.

DS: Mars?

WKH: Right. If we can just cali brate a given crate r

density on Mars with an age, we can add a third

dimension time to all the two -dimensional mapping— —

of Martian geologic features. The calibration at the

moment is based on taking the crate ring rate for the

Moon and applying it to Mars. But, the greatest

uncertainty at least in my mind is the ratio of the— —

cratering rate on the Moon to the cratering rate on

Mars. If we knew that ratio, we could do so much

better, althoug h there is still uncertainty of about a

factor two in that impact ratio, and maybe even a fact or

four when all the gravity and velocity scaling laws are

applied to get the Martian crater diameters. That sounds

awful until you realize the crate r densities on Mars range

over four orders of magnitude. It has enormous

geophysical value to say whether volcanic, fluvial, or

glacial activity on Mars is 10
6

yr or 4 109
9

yr old.

What would be reall y beautiful would be to land

three missions on Mars, at a young, intermediate, and

old site, that were well preserved , and get the age of

those. Even with remote instrumen tation, we could put

radiometric dating instruments on Mars, and even

though the uncertainties are quite large, that would

mean a lot of progress. Then, we would ha ve the curve

that would allow the dating of any surface on Mars.

However, I would like to stress that if there is one

legacy I want to leave behind, it is crater coun ting is

not just a method for dating , but also for looking at

erosion on the surfaces of planets.

DS: Throughout this period, you are on the faculty

at Arizona?

A NEW CAREER

WKH: Yes and no. I was an assistant professor for

a few years after my 1966 Ph.D. Then, one day Kuiper

disappointed me. Everyone said that you ng Ph.Ds

should move on and get experience somewhere else. So,

Kuiper had this fatherly chat with me. At the time I

thought he was trying to get rid of me, but, looking

back, I had such a good relationship with him that I

don’t think that was the c ase. He just thought I needed

to be independent. Which was true! I had no idea where

the money was coming from, or how to generat e

funding.

Just at that time, my phone rings one da y and it is

Bruce Murray, later head of the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory. They were ab out to launch, or had just

launched, these two probe s to Mars, M ariner 8 and 9.

Would I like to be on the camera team? Well, gosh yes,

I g uess I would I feel so lucky about the timing of my!
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career because there was our group of fresh-minted

planetary scientists Dale, Al, Clark, and me with— —

careers in planetary science and there wer e just not very

many others probably no more than a dozen na mes in—

the whole country.

DS: This is one of the things that interest s me, how

did we evolve from the telescop e age into the space age?

How did planet ary astronomers with telescopes become

planetary scientists with spacecr aft? There cannot be

very many subjects that changed their character so

profoundly overnig ht.

WKH: Yes, I often say that planetary science

morphed from astronomy to geo logy in my lifetime.

DS: Mariner 4 returned 11 images, yet look at the

effect it ha d. Suddenly, Mars looked like the Moon;

quite an eye ope ner when all you had previously was

telescope imag es.

WHK: Mariner 4 was the nadir of our percept ion

of Mars. I have a book on this, The Travele r’s Guide to

Mars, which has just come out in a Spanish edition ! To

go back to Lowel l’s day, there were civilizations, then

the estimates of air on Mars got thinner and thinner,

and Kuiper came in with his infrared spectrometer in

the 1950s and 1960s, and the Martian air pressure was

down to 100 mb. Toby Owen was a year or two ahead

of us in Kuiper’s laboratory he was the graduat e—

student we all looked up to and he was running—

experiments where they had pipes tens of meters long

running the length of the physics buildi ng. They filled

the pipes with CO2 and other gases, at various

pressures, which produ ced spectr a they could compare

with Mars, and soon the Martian air pressure was down

to 10 mb. After Mariner 4, Mars seemed much like the

Moon, with just a little bit of air to blow the dust

around. Then, suddenly Mariner 6 and 7 sent back a

Mars with strange chaotic terrain, and then Mariner 9,

which I was involved with, discovered dry river beds all

over the place, giant volcanoes , and the great rift

canyon (Fig. 4).

DS: You were talking abo ut Kuiper encouraging

you to g o elsewhere.

WHK: Yes, right. The linkage in that chain is that

Murray called; I am now on the Marine r 9 team. I have

a budget. It is worth reflecting that all the money in

Kuiper’s lab came from Kuiper himself. It was the

European model; the great professor ran his lab. He

talked about “big science” and he made frequent trips

to Wash ington, D.C. There were never any great

Champaigne events; ne w grants came in quietly and we

just continued our work. We just knew the money was

always going to be there. It was the 1960s, the golden

age of planetary science; money flowed to science like

water flowed downhi ll. We were going to the Moon and

the nation would finance everyth ing.

But now, I had a small M ariner 9 grant of my own

and that made me attractive to other groups.

Immediately, I got a call from IITRI. (The acronym

stood for Illinois Institute of Technology Rese arch

Institute, although by then they had broken away from

the Ill inois Institut e of Technology). Toby Owen had

gone there, and Al Bin der had gone there, and Al had

dreamed of coming back to Tucson, and talked them

into opening an IITRI office in Tucso n. So, I was hired

into that office. That was the DNA of what is now the

Planetary Science Insti tute. That was 1969 1970. We–

were acti ve as IITRI for several years, but we realized

the overhead was getting bigger and bigger . I now

recognize that as a common patte rn. As grants come in,

the administrati on gets bigger, then as grants are lost,

scientists disappear, but ad ministrati on goes on and on,

and needs bigger overheads. There is a tendency for the

ratio of administrators to worke r-bees to go up.

We decided this was getting out of hand, and

thought of creating a new institute, so we pulled out, a

little at a time. I was the first and I pulled out in 1971,

just as Marine r 9 was approaching Mars. My wife,

Gayle, and I went over to Pasadena be cause no one had

a way to distribute digital pictures; all the scientists had

to gather in Pasadena where the imag es were. When we

got back, we opened up the “Planetary Science

Institute” in our living room. The rest of the grou p

pulled out of IITRI and we created the institute on

Groundhog Day in 1972. That’s the story of my

professional emerg ence from Kuiper’s nourishing

cocoon. The Planetary Science Department at The

University of Arizona came into existence about a year

after I ended my faculty position there. When our new

institute started, there were exciting times ahead. There

were the missions to Mars and we had a critical mass of

Fig. 4. Mariner 9 photograph of a Martian channel, Nirgal
Vallis. In 1971 1972, Bill was a co-I on the Mariner 9 mission,–

which first mapped Mars in detail. With Bruce Murray, Carl
Sagan, and others on the imaging team, he discovered Mars’
dry river channels, volcanoes, and other features.
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people in our group. Our philos ophy was to bring in

people who overlapped with existing pe ople in interests

but also brought something new. This is a littl e different

from most university departments who have to cover

discrete teaching areas. Do n (Donal d R.) Davis, came

in, Clark Chapman, Stu (Stuart J.) Weidensc hilling, and

others.

DS: When did Binder leave?

WKH: He was in for just a few years. It was his

vision to have such an office, but he was less happy as

it evolved and more people came in. He was interest ed

in Germany and worked there many years.

DS: Chuck Wood ?

WKH: Chuck was a couple of years later. He was

an undergraduat e when I was a graduat e student. He

and I wrote a big 1971 paper on lunar basins. W e did

crater counts for about 25 basins, and ranked them by

age. I’m astonished that some people think Serenitatis is

younger than Nectaris, since we found lower crater

densities and younger morpholog y on the Necataris

multiring structure. I still think the paper is important.

Chuck has had a very interesting career. He was in the

Peace Corps working in Kenya, then did additional

work in Ethiopa, with a geo physical observatory there,

and then went on to pioneer web-based education

techniques. He still has a co nnection with PSI.

DS: You had five or six scientists?

WKH: In the first years, a group of five, six, seven

scientists.

DS: You have an administrator?

WKH: Our original administrator was a wonderful

guy called Dave Robert s. He had been the division hea d

in IITRI and I learned a lot from him. He made it his

job to take us fledgling Ph.Ds to Washington, D.C. and

talk to the managers of the pr ograms there, which, of

course, were not as formally organiz ed as it is now. We

had lots of meetings. We served on lots of committees.

Dave helped us learn how to write propo sals.

DS: He got his salary from the grant overheads.

WKH: Yes. The first iter ation of the PSI was

actually a divis ion of a new company, which at that

time was Science Applications Incorporated, which was

formed by an interesting physicist named Bob Beyster.

My employ ee number was 424, but now the numbers

are in hundreds of thousands! Beyster told us he had

been in some parent company, but the overheads got

too big, so he pulled his divis ion out. Then, he started

getting phone calls from others that wanted to join his

outfit, so he had cancer groups, space groups, and so

on. Science Appli cations Incorporat ed became very big

in Washington, D.C. and does lots of government work.

A problem for our country is that the government

announces a big budget cut, so the agencie s cut their

staff but hire a private outfit across the street, and

many of their people just move across the street, but

they are techn ically no longer government employees.

So, the governme nt gets its cut in size, but they farm

out the work, and the compan y owners get rich. OK,

that’s a sarcastic way to look at it, but not without

truth.

Meanwhile, PSI and SAI went through the usual

history, in terms of the growth of management. We

became a smaller and smaller part of the acti on and we

got less and less access to Bey ster, so we finally pulled

out. We joined an interesting third group for a while,

which was the San Juan Research Institute, started by

Doug Nash, from JPL. We became the Tucs on branch.

It worked well until Doug retired and we were

becoming the dominant offic e. So, we became the

independent, nonpr ofit Planetary Science Institute (PSI)

that we ha ve today.

DS: How does a relatively smal l private research

institute compare with, say, a university or a

government laborato ry?

WKH: Well, with our current director, Mark

Sykes, we embarked on a rapid expansion, with around

100 people now, many in Tucson, but many scattered

around the country and in other countries.

DS: What is the diff erence in a career with PSI and

a career with a university or as a NASA civil servant?

WKH: That’s a reall y good question. We were

always determined to be an institute organized by

scientists, run by scientists, for the benefit of scient ists—

in the words of Don Davis. Historically, we avoided

corporate formality. Being a small group, initial ly we all

knew each other. There were no rules about coming in

at nine and going home at five. As lon g as the scienc e

gets done , that’ s all that matters. As I used to say, the

only thing that counts is what goes out the door. If we

are doing good research an d getting it published, we

don’t try to constrain how our researchers do it.

Another thing we did in the 1970s emerged from

the partial overlap in our exp ertise. We had Don Davis,

Rick Greenberg; they are both celestial mechani cs

people; Clark was known particularly for aster oids; I

was known for cratering and impact experiments I was—

doing impact experiments in the 1970s and 1980s and—

Stu Weidensc hilling who was interested in the formation

of planets, so, as a team , we put together some of the

first num erical modelin g programs to work on the

growth of planets. You put into the computer 1000

bodies, 1 km across, start them moving randoml y, let

them collide and merge.

The initial collisions happened at low velocity. I

went to the NASA Ames Vertical Gun to learn what

happened when particles collid e at 100 m s
1

. This is

another example of what I talked abou t at the

beginning, working in a direction that was not the
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direction everyone else was going. Eve rybody else was

trying to study high veloci ty collisions . People like Don

Gault were trying to simulate impac ts at 5 km s
1

,

nominal for the asteroid belt. But, we were talki ng

about the beginning of the solar system and objects on

circular orbit s, so we were talking abo ut low relative

velocities. Low speed impacts. So, at the vertical gun,

the issue was how to reduce the velocity to 100 m s
1

or less. In the end, we also rigged up a device simply to

drop the project iles in the vacuum chamber, onto the

target at a few mete rs per second. That infor mation was

plugged into our new numerical model.

Here’s another curiosity for yo u. Don Gault had

commissioned people to make these beautiful basalt

spheres for his impactors or targets. Why sph eres? So

you can get repeatable results But, nature doe sn’t deal!

with spherical planetesimals or sp herical cows So, I!

went outside the lab and picked up natural rocks. What

you find is that if you use perfect polis hed spheres, they

bounce almost up to the height you drop them. But , if

you take a natural rock, it may strike on a corner and a

lot of the energy is lost to rotation, so they bounce off

more slowly. I came away feeling that the quest for

repeatability in scienc e spherical cows ca n actually— —

reduce understanding. One of my first results was that

natural samples have such low rebound velocities; it is

much easier for mutual gravity to produce accretion.

Another thing I found was that if you have a thin layer of

dust, with a thickness of, say, 10% of the project ile, it

kills almost any rebou nd. The act of moving arou nd all

that dust absorbs a lot of energy. So, a fragmenta l layer

of thickne ss T promot es capture of bodies of size T. As< 

soon as you attract any granu lar material on the surface,

impactors fall back. My line was that “regol ith begets

regolith.” Regolith helps capture more impactors, which

may have been a key to the earliest planetesimal accret ion

(Fig. 5). So, I claim that “natural experiments ” may be

more infor mative than idealized experiments.

DS: One major difference in the PSI work is that in

universities, you have lots of students and you get a

teaching load .

WKH: Yes, I should have said that first. You have

no teaching or faculty committees, but on the other

hand, you have to keep yourself funded. It’s all soft

money. Our funding has always been mostly from

NASA, but at times, we get astronomy grants from

NSF. There’s also the private sector. Raytheon in

Tucson has a large space explora tion division and we

have occasional collaborations with them. They often

go after big grants, the buzz word is “architecture,”

they develop mission “architect ure,” and we’ve tried to

get a small part of that work.

DS: But, what I have heard you say is that you do

not want those kinds of project.

WKH: I think that an ad vantage of a nonprofit is

that we can pick any topic that we think con tributes

something to societ y, as opposed to something that

generates profits for short-term investo rs. So, it’s a

question of whether the project is something we really

like to work on.

DS: Funding drives universities too. It really

homogenizes the system.

WKH: National peer review tends to homogenize

everyone’s research too. But, I do think that the ordinary

day-to-day working environment in the PSI is very

positive, and I hope there will be a growing role for

nonprofits in our society. It’s something I’ve written about

in what I hoped would be my third published novel. One

editor accepted it, but then the deal fell through.

DS: You men tioned Don Davis, how did you and

he co me up wi th the idea that the Moon was made by a

giant impac t on Earth? W hat is the history of that topic?

WKH: I was much influenced by the discove ry of

the Oriental e basin on the M oon and also by reading

Safronov’s ideas abou t compet itive accretion of planets,

in which not only a single planet grows but also a

second-largest and third-largest body, and so on. So by

the late 1960s, I wondered: what are the largest bodies

that ever hit in the Earth Moon system? If a large–

enough impactor hit an Earth wher e most of the iron

was in a core, wouldn’t it eject only iron-poor upper

mantle material, and couldn’t that explain the iron-poor

lower density of the Moon? As PSI formed , Don Davis

was a dynamicist who had had just come from helping

to save Apollo 13. He was starting to do models of

planet growth, so we agreed to look at the problem of

Fig. 5. Diagram from Hartmann and Davis (1975) showing
schematic history of growth of planetesimals near Earth’s
orbit. The authors suggested that the second-largest body grew
to large size before hitting Earth, ejecting mantle material that
formed the Moon.
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how big could the second-largest body grow in Earth’s

zone. If it hit Earth, could it blow off enough mate rial

to form the Moon? Don ran our then-emerging PSI

models of planet growth, to see if a second largest body

could grow to big enough sizes. We foun d second

largest bodies might grow as large as Mars before

hitting Earth. But, it was a stochastic matter. The

second-largest body might not survive for that long or

grow that big, so not all planets woul d have an Earth-

like moon, of appreciable size relative to its planet.

In 1974, I presented our results at a Cornell

meeting about satellites, and in 1975, our paper came

out in . At Cornell, after my talk, Al CameronIcarus

commented that he and Bill Ward were worki ng on a

similar idea, but basing it on angular momentum

constraints, and they concluded a Mars-sized body was

needed. They published their results in an ab stract in

1976.

These ideas about the origin of the Moon have

held. Looking back, I realize that in 1975 , after we

published the first paper on the modern giant impac t

idea, my incli nation was to move on to someth ing ne w.

But now, I sense that I sh ould probably have gone to

10 more meetings and promoted the idea, because the

idea faded, since making the Moon by a violent

collision was too catastrophi st for the 1970s. Earth-

scientists had been prope rly taught Lyell’s dictum that

geologic evolution was mostly uniformitarian, and

Earth-scientists had been burned by the Velikovsky

affair in the 1950s, so catastrophes wer e frowned upon.

It wasn’t until 1984, at the famous Kona, Hawaii,

conference on lunar origin that John Wood ranked our

idea as the leading hypothesis of lunar origin. It became

the basis for new work by Canup, Cameron , Ward—

new numerical models of giant impact.

SHOT-GUN-WEDDINGS AND CRA TER

CHRONOMETRY

DS: Returning to our chronology, what else was

going on in the 1980s?

WKH: Even before that, Tom Gehrels was

beginning to put together co nferences that would result

in a book that began the Arizona Space Science Series.

Brilliantly, he favored shot-gun-wedding papers. He

would organize the meeting and then identify areas with

a big pro blem and he’d find researchers who had

been disagreeing for 5 or 10 yr, and force them to come

to the meeting it was their subject, so they ha d to—

come and then they would have to write a paper—

together. It was actually very successful. I had this

experience later, with Gerhard Neukum. He is a

German crater count expert who had been a critic of

my crater chronometry efforts. At meetings, there was

always a bit of tension. But, at this International Space

Science Institute (ISSI) in Bern in the late 1990s, we

were on a Mars project toget her and the wonde rful

director of ISSI, Johannes Geiss, forced us to write a

joint paper. We were actual ly late r joint ly given a medal

by the European Geophysica l Union for our work. I

sensed it was because of that paper we wrote together—

but I hope it was also because the paper was go od! I’m

happy to say that I feel like we’re fri ends and

colleagues, even if we differed on some interpretations.

I’ve served on Gerhard’s camera team on M ars Expre ss.

Scientists need to be role models in that regard!

DS: But the differences were in the details, weren’t

they, you were both basically doing the same thing?

WKH: Yes, that’ s right. I don’t think we were ever

that far apart. It was really a collision of philosophies.

Gerhard is a wonder fully typical Germ an I can make—

fun of German s because I have two Ns on my name

and my father’s mother was German. Germ an in that

Gerhard has been very systematic, very orderly, step N

followed step M, step M followed step L all the way—

back to step A. Therefor e, the answer must be right.

But, that assum es every step is precisely right. It doesn’t

allow for what was ov erlooked. What was outside the

box? My scient ific personality is at the other pole. I

think every reported “scientific fact” comes with an

uncertainty. Cra ter densities and pos sible ages range

over 3 or 4 orders of magnitude, especially on Mars, so

I’m comfortable to cite uncertainties as big as a factor 2

or 4, but Gerhard is inclined to think the uncertainty is

much less.

DS: Was it just personalities? There was this long-

term co mpetitiveness, but it was based on differences in

style and not substance? Is that what you are saying?

WKH: I think that’s the right way to think about

it, and it’s scientifical ly interesting. Gerhard and his

group might report an age I would call it a model—

age of 135 Myr, with three significant figures. I might—

get an answer of 2 109
8

yr within a factor of two, an d

I might regard the two data sets as within some sort of

agreement, given an initial unknown range from

perhaps 106 to some 10 9 yr. But , Gerhar d was

uncomfortable with that. I felt that 2 109
8

yr an

advance in our knowledge, but Gerhar d kept saying the

best answer was 135 Myr.

DS: There is also a difference in application. As I

recall, some of his papers deal with very smal l areas on

Mars, say, and small differences between regions. He

really needed relative ages more than absolute ages.

WKH: We have bot h worked on small areas,

especially with new images that can resolve craters

down to 1 or 2 m. We both wanted absolute ages, but

the smal ler the area, the less reliable they are, because

you have few craters to co unt. Nonetheless, Gerhard
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had a mu ch bigger, more sophisticated lab than I ever

had. He had a big team and stereographic facilities, and

so on, so I do think he had greater internal precision in

his methods than mine. But, I felt that such a level of

effort, or claims of absolute precis ion, were not

warranted, given the factor 2 4 uncertainties in–

converting the crater chronometry system to M ars.

DS: How did you resolve you r differences?

WKH: That was an interest ing process. Johannes

Geiss at IS SI assigned us to write those papers in the

ISSI book. The fir st woul d start wi th the basic

background: how did we do the basic lunar coun ts.

Gerhard chose to be the first author on that. That made

me first author on the Mars paper. Gerhar d very much

wanted to have a single calibrati on curve that would be

what he ca lled a “final answer,” but I kept saying that I

thought we should present bot h of our two calibration

curves because we had spent 20 yr working on those

curves indepen dently an d the rough agreem ent of our

two curves gives the rest of the communi ty a sense of

how robust the work is. It was very interesting a nd

enlightening to work on that together.

Mariner 9 was where I did the first seri ous Martian

cratering studies. I started with the Moon, where we

had rocks and could compare our ages with isotope

ages. But on Mars, we did not know the cratering rate,

so we ended up taking the lunar curve and then

estimating the relative rate of cratering on Mars

compared with the Moon. So, in the early 1970s, on

Mariner 9, I did a very crude calibration for Mars. I

got few-billio n-year ages for the heavily cratered

regions, but I kept coming up with ages of a few

hundred million years for the sparsely cratered Martia n

formations, like the big volcanoes. That’s when Gerhard

was starting. He and Don (Donald U.) Wise did a 1976

paper where they said those last ages were too young,

and that volcanism had ended during Mars’s early

history (Neukum and Wise 1976). But, by the time we

did our 2001 joint paper for ISSI, we agreed on few-

hundred-million-year ages for the young volcani c and

other features on Mars, even for some of the fluvial

features. We think there is a limit of about 3.9 Gyr we

cannot see beyond, but that brings up the issue of the

terminal cataclysm which, acco rding to me, is a—

terrible can of worms.

I should mention that at this poin t, in our narrative,

I am reminded of a comment I think it is attributed to—

Rutherford that scientists over 50 are a danger to—

science because they spend the rest of their lives

defending their youthful work. And I’m way over 50!

DS: I have four more topics I would like to bring

up at this point. Your perception of the history of

research on the late heavy bombardment, the asteroid

and comet work you have done, then I want to talk

about your work as an artist, and then finally I have a

surprise que stion.

WKH: Then I’ll be so worried about the surprise

question that I can’t focus on the other questions!

DS: Let’s start with ge tting you to think out loud

about the history of and the reality of the late heavy— — 

bombardment.

THE LATE HEAVY BOMBARDM ENT

THAT WASN ’T

WKH: Well, that’s certainly an impor tant,

interesting subject for all of planetary science! I feel I’m

out on a limb, relative to our community, but here

goes. What I remember, from livin g through it, is that

Harold Urey and others of his caliber were selling the

lunar landings partly on the grounds that the whole

history of planet ary evo lution would be lying there on

the lunar surface. There was supposedly no weatheri ng.

So we’d get the history all the way back to 4.5 Gyr ago.

There would be “genesis rocks, ” and the astronauts

were trained to find them.

Fast forward to 1969 1970. The samples come back–

from the Moon. Gerr y (Gerald J.) Wasserburg’s lab and

other labs get dates. Big surprise Ther e were very few!

rocks older than 4 Gyr. But, radiom etric dates were good

to three or four significant figures and that’s when Gerry

said we should flush crate r counts down the toil et.

DS: He probably just meant they go t better ages.

WKH: Yes, they certainly did! Thr ee significant

figures versus an order of magn itude! But they made an

assumption that if you can’t find ages >4.0 Gyr, then

some global cataclysm happened at that time. The more

I thought about it the more I realized there was a flaw

in the logic . Suppose there’s some process from 4.5 to

4.0 Gyr that tended to reset older ages or destr oy

surface rocks. Then, it’s conceivable that we begin to

see rock ages only after the end of that process—

without any “terminal cataclysm.” That’s a

uniformitarian model. The process could be early

intense cratering.

As an analogy, suppose aliens come to Earth and

they find lots of humans who date back to about 1920,

so they co nclude a huge cataclysm occurred at 1920–

1925, which wiped out all earlier humans. Is that

reasonable? No.

Nonetheless, the idea of a catacly smic episode of

cratering at 4.0 Gyr go t a big boost in 1990 when

Graham Ryder wrote an EOS paper specifically about

impact melt rocks in the Apollo sample collections.

Graham published an article sho wing an en ormous

spike in impac t melt ages at 3.9 Gyr ago, with virtually

nothing older. His conclusion was that there were no

big impacts before 3.8 Gyr. This is what I call the
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“strong form” of the Graham Ryder argument. It fitted

well with Wasserb urg’s hypothesis, but it’s the logical

equivalent of concluding there were no hum ans before

1920.

The next phase of this was the “Nice model.” Our

colleagues at the Observatoire de Nice came up with the

suggestion that the giant planets were moving around

and creating resonances that scattered outer solar

system asteroids all over the solar system. They were

very up-front and said that they did not have a way of

attaching ages to their process, but if they pick ed

3.9 Gyr for onset of their process , then it would be

consistent with the Wasserburg-R yder hypotheses.

There is another parallel thread in the story. The

interpreters of lunar rock radiometric ages interpreted

their resul ts within the emerging Wasserburg-Ryder-Nice

paradigm, and con cluded that not only the Imbrium

basin had been well dated (around 3.85 Gyr ago) from

the Apollo samples, but that many other basins such as

Nectaris, Serenitatis, and Crisium, could be da ted from

scattered rock fragmen ts. Dieter St€offler and Graham

Ryder summ arized the topic in the 2001 book we did for

ISSI also published in . They— Space Science Review s

stated quite strongly that we know the ages of severa l

impact ba sins on the Moo n Imbrium, Necatris,—

Serenitatis, Crisium and they were all abou t 3.85— –

4.0 Gyr old. Thus, the cataclysm was confirmed Today,!

the dominant paradigm is that science has proven that

virtually all multiri ng basins form ed within a 150 Myr

interval!

This makes me very nervous. We land at site A and

pick up a few rocks and then attribute any anomalous

ages to ano ther basin in location B. There wer e

geochemical arguments but I found the whole idea

questionable. In a 1973 paper, I think I coinedIcarus

the term “megaregolith.” If you look at the crate ring in

the highlands, it is close to saturation. If yo u plot crater

size dist ributions, you can calculate the area co vered by

craters in each size bin, and identify a critical crater

diameter D critical, and depth d crtical, where 100% of the

area is covered by craters larger and deeper than that

size. We can co ntinue that calculation and go down to

200% covered, to take into account crater overlap . You

can use those numbers to give an order of magnitude

estimate of the size and depth at which 100% and

200% of the area ha s been covered. Then, you can use

the depth of those craters to estimate the depth of the

surface that has been ground up, assuming all of

the ejecta is falling back onto the surface. If you go to

the lunar highlands, the high lands reach 100% and

200% coverage on the 10 20 km scales, you end up–

concluding that the megar egolith should be a few

kilometers deep. My 1973 paper proposed a depth of at

least appro ximately 2 km; the GRAIL mission team

recently published that they found a layer of high

porosity and low density “a few kilometers” deep.

A provocative curiosity is that as the crater den sity

increases througho ut the histo ry for the Moon, the size

distribution of crate rs at multi-k ilometer sizes hits the

saturation line at all sizes sim ultaneously. The bottom

line there is before 3.9 4.0 Gyr ago, there should ha ve–

been an explosive production of regolith. At the time I

was working on this, the Water gate incident occurred

and the buzzwor d became “stonewalling,” so indu jour

a 1975 paper, I used the term “stonewall effect” to

express that rocks ejected onto the surface by cratering

before 4 Gyr ago wer e rapidly de stroyed by impac t

erosion until abou t 3.9 Gyr ago, but rock ejected onto

the surface after 3.8 Gyr ago have mostly survived.

That’s my critique of the terminal cataclysm idea—

people are not taking into account the effects of

megaregolith developm ent.

I made some mistakes in presenting this. I’m not a

radiometric dating person, so I used inappropriate

language about “resetting da tes” by impact. Gerry and

his coworkers properly poi nted that out, and the

argument went on. Every 10 years or so, I remind

people of my view s. I did it after the Ryder paper.

Graham and I had a scheduled debate at the Perth

Meteoritical Society meet ing, and I thought it was my

chance to convince people about why the cataclysm

paradigm was wrong. I complet ely lost that debate I!

went skulking home with my tail between my legs.

But I think I can say today that the evidence!. . .

claimed to support a terminal cataclysm is wildly

inconsistent. For example, Barbara Cohen, Tim Swind le,

and Dave Kring started a bril liant project about 15 years

ago to look for little impact melt clasts in lunar

meteorites. They got great radiometric age data on

KREEP-poor lunar meteorites, selected to represent

remote parts of the Moon, far from Imbrium and Apoll o

landing sites. Their 2000 paper in used a titleScience

“Support for the Lunar Catacly sm Hypothesis from

Lunar Meteorite Impact Melt Ages” and they repeated

that general tone in two later papers. But, their dozens of

samples show no anomalous spike at 3.9 Gyr I think!

their data are great , and I once ended a presentation with

a Conclusion slide saying “Give Barbara Cohen more

money,” but we disagree on interpretations . We got into

a wonderful game wher e every time they gave a talk I

would stand up and ask, “Where was the 3.9 Gyr spike?”

And Barb answers that the terminal cataclysm model is

favored because they have virtually no pre-4. 0 samples,

invoking the Ryder idea the idea that “no impact

melts no impac ts.” I think the field was too influenced=

by Wasserburg–Ryder paradigm. In my view, all we

know is that few samples from before 3.9 Gyrsurvive

ago but that doesn’t prove that they never existed.—
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As I emphasi zed in my 2003 paper on theMAPS

cataclysm, the asteroidal meteorites, as well as the lunar

meteorites, show no sign of a Ryder -like spike at 3.85–

4.0 Gyr ago. Instead, they show a very broad maximum

in impact-related ages, from around 4.2 to around

3.4 Gyr ago.

DS: Let me ask you this, then. Counting craters on

a photo graphic image versus obtaining ages with a mass

spectrometer are two fundamentall y diff erent processes,

so how do the practitioners talk to other? Jargon is an

issue, like “reset ting” means something v ery specific to

the isotopers, but in general use, it can mean somet hing

different. You have an idea that is a minority idea, and

you have carried it for several decades. What are your

thoughts about carrying an idea you believe to be true in

an environm ent where you are not convincing anybody

and there is a danger that people have stopped lis tening?

WKH: That is well put. It is a dangerous thing to

do. If yo u reach a certain stature, that I have not

reached, you might get away with it. And planetary

scientists have creat ed a mutually suppo rtive

community, I think in part due to Carl Sagan’s early

influence. You still get invited to meetings even if your

ideas are on the edge. I try not to get into it at every

meeting, but if I sense the evidence for my idea is still

accumulating, then I dare to bring it up every few years.

DS: There is an Anders quote to that effect, that

with skill and imag ination an idea yo u had in graduat e

school can take you through a career.

WKH: Particularly if it is right! There is a wonderful

irony here. I suggested a stochastic, catastrophic origin for

the origin of the Moon—but when it comes to the terminal

cataclysm, everyone else is catastrophist and I’m the

uniformitarian. But, hey, another part of the answer is that

the elephant in the room: evidence favoring a terminal

cataclysm is a complete mess. If there were no impacts

between 4.4 and 4.0 Gyr ago, followed by a solar-system-

wide cataclysm happened at 3.9 Gyr ago, why do lunar

upland breccia impact melts indicate large impacts before

4.0, and why do data from lunar meteorites, Vesta, and

other asteroids show no spike at 3.9?

DS: So your answer to my question is, keep a sense

of humor, keep a low profile, and watc h the data.

WKH: That’s probably good advice for life in

general! Yes, yes, yes. In my mind we are all in this

together, there is no need for pounding on the table. I

feel quite comfortable. I don’t feel isolated. We need to

keep our great community!

ASTEROIDS AND COMETS

DS: One of the papers you included in your most

important 12 publications was wi th Tholen and

Cruikshank on asteroids. Tell me about that.

WKH: Dale Cruikshank, Dave Thol en, Joha nn

Degewij, and I did a lot of observat ions on Mauna Kea

for a decade or so in the 1980s. I was between

spacecraft missions, and I’d always been interested in

asteroids and the relationship between asteroids and

comets. Thi s relates to something I said earlier, that if

you spend a decade on a topic, and then move ont o

something different, you don’t make the same impact as

if you spend your whol e career on a topic. So, it’s a

toss-up. Is it more pro ductive to stay put or more

interesting to move on to new ideas that excite you? Are

you a dabbler or a dilettant e if you move about too

much?

What happened with the asteroid work was that my

best graduate student friend, Dale, was at the

University of Hawaii , so he had plenty of telescope time

and we form ed a pleasa nt and useful alliance. I could

think up projects and handle the conceptual end, and

do first dra fts of papers, and he was the

instrumentation expert and observer who could

interpret our data, so we worked together on lots of

issues. One example is the whole relationshi p between

asteroids and comets.

At this time, I was writin g textbooks it’s a—

wonderful way of getting a good overview of the field.

What struck me in the 1970s was that the distinction

between asteroids and co mets was Victorian; a point of

light means astero id and a fuzzy thing means comet.

Whole meetings, and divisions between sessions, were

based on that archaic dist inction. At the LPSC, yo u had

a comet session and all the gas spectroscopists went to

that sessi on and you had an asteroids session where you

find all the mineralogi sts. But, such a division breaks

down as you think more about it (Fig. 6).

DS: I can’t resi st interjecting that meanw hile the

meteorite people are at neither sessi on; they might even

be at ano ther meeting.

WKH: Yes, yo u are right. Because of our training,

experience, or instrument ation, we go to different

sessions or even different conferences. Why aren’t these

people all together in one room?

DS: How did you and Dale and the others address

these issues?

WKH: We started some of the first efforts to use

large tele scopes to observe very faint objects well

beyond the asteroid belt: Trojans, Cent aurs, receding

comets as they lost their coma. Tom Gehrels had shown

that the largest Trojan, 624 Hektor, had a hug e

amplitude light curve, greater than 2:1. In 1978, we

published in the first simultaneous thermalIcarus

infrared and visi ble light data to prove that the

amplitude was due to elongated shape, not albed o

differences as on Iapetus. We proceeded with light curve

observations of Tro jans and found that the Trojans
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have more elongated object s than the main belt.

Reason? Unknown. In one of my favorite of our papers

(Hartmann et al. 1982), we used broad-ban d colors, so

that we could observe crude spectra, from “V” visible

light to the three “JHK ” near-infrared bands, to study

the faint est and most remote aster oids, as well as

distant comets with little coma activity. Starting with

brighter objects, we established a correlation between

VJHK colors and spectra, hence compo sition. Ice-rich

surfaces like Europa or Ence ladus were bluer than the

Sun, while dark, carbonaceous objects were neutral, and

the dark, reddish outer solar system objects were redder

than the Sun. A nice result was that as comet Halley

was falling toward the inner solar syst em, when a

review article in predicted a 28% albedo, weScience

used our VJHK work to measure an albedo of 4%

(Cruikshank et al. 1985). Dale reported it at a

conference in Flagstaff and was roundly criticized.

Everyone knew that you could not use co lors to

determine albedo . A few months later, Giotto measured

the albedo. It was 4%.

PAINTING AS A FORM OF SCIENCE

DS: Let’s talk about your artwork (Fig. 7). You

have told me once that you did not like to be calle d an

“artist.”

WKH: My id likes to be called an artist, but my

superego insists I am a painter who is interested in the

interface betwee n painting imag es and scienc e.

Actually, I think there is a close relation between the

goals and dreams of artists and scientists. They start

not with some motivation to get rich, but rather

because they are interested in something, and hope to

make some kind of contribution to civilization. I think

the art–science division has something to do with left

brain and right brain, the whole idea of where

knowledge is coming from. I’m impr essed by historic

painters and modern painters that I know, because I

think they have an intrinsic knowledge about nature

that scientists don’t think about light reflecting off—

rocks onto other rocks; colors of the undersides of

clouds; ambient light effects coming from the

atmosphere; related effects of light on foliage, grasses,

and rock powder s, etc.

When I was in high school, I grew up thinki ng that

scientists de al with 90% of natural phenomena, but now

I feel that scientists deal with only 10 or 20% of

phenomena, and that there are a lot of other things

going on. My proof that natural phenomena can

be understood in a visceral way by painters is

demonstrated by the fact that Rayl eigh scatteri ng could

(or should?) really be called Da Vinci Sc attering. Da

Vinci wrote an unfinishe d book about painting, in

which he says there’ s a brick wal l, and the tops of four

church steeples show in the distance, but one is much

farther away than the others. He says that a goo d

painter should be able to show which one is farthest

away. He explained that as the steeple gets farther

away, there is not only less contrast but also the

atmosphere adds blue light. The more atmosphere, the

more blue light . So, he was a ware in an wayempirica l

of Rayleigh scattering. Now, we give credit to Rayleigh

because he worked out the mechanism and the

equations that can make quantitative predict ions. But,

the of the phenomenon is whatbodil y, visua l awarenes s

fascinates me. I see an increa sing tendenc y at scientific

meetings to assume that we don’t have useful hum an

knowledge until we have a “model,” no matter how

crude. Hence, the assumption in our societ y and in

academic/journalistic circles that when discussing the

planetary eco-economic system, traditi onal economic

“models” trump other sources of understa nding. From

planetary economics to planet ary regolith evo lution, I’m

convinced that there are so many unknow n parameters

that such models are somet imes premature, and perhaps

dangerous to our understanding.

There is something that I call “body knowl edge.”

My example involv es tennis. You may have all sorts of

knowledge abo ut momentum, coefficients of restitution,

etc., but that doe s not make you a good tennis player.

There is some other experiential form of knowledge

about tennis than the physical description of it. When I

spend 3 days camping with fri ends in the desert, a nd

Fig. 6. Two-color diagram relating comets to the sequence of
colors of icy bodies and asteroid taxonomy of outer solar
system. From this diagram, the authors correctly predicted, in
1985, prior to Halley’s comet’s arrival, that its nucleus has an
albedo of 0.04 and found that most of the outer solar system
bodies are similarly dark (Cruikshank et al. 1985).
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painting what I see, I get knowledge ab out deserts that

you canno t get any other way. I think that the time I

spent in the desert is informing my approach to Mars.

I’ve been at Mars mission team meetings when people

examine photographs and describe computer mode ls of

what is seen in the photos; meanwhile, I’m thinki ng, “I

camped in a place that looked just like that 2 weeks

ago.”

DS: A lot of insights in science have been purely

descriptive.

WKH: Einstein talked about this, too. A

quantitative app roach withou t experience can distort the

Fig. 7. A selection of Bill Hartmann’s artwork in a chronological sequence. Left to right, top to bottom: Human exploration:
leaving an asteroid (1981). In Saturn’s rings (1982). First human visit to an asteroid, Earth Moon in distance (1982). Formation–

of a terrestrial planet (1999). Collisions of a C-type asteroid with a D-type asteroid (1995). Tunguska fireball 1 s before
explosion, from 400 km to SE (1995). Homage to Chesley Bonestell (his 1949 rocket on modern Moon) (1995). One hour after
the giant impact, showing exchange of material between the bodies (2005). Someone was here (cairn on the Moon) (2014).
Eruption in Enceladus (2006).
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true unde rstanding of the relationshi ps between things.

It’s better to have a descriptive unde rstand ing than to

believe in a pr emature quantitative model. If the model

does not predict an ything, it is worthles s. You have got

to have tho se perceptive steps in there, during the

development of the model.

DS: These sorts of things are talked about a lot in

the philosophy of science lit erature.

WKH: Working scientists need to think about this,

too. I’m not sure it is getting any better. There are folks

who teach students to come up with a hyp othesis and

then go out and test it. That is not really the way it

works. Read the 1925 book by Wolfg ang K€ohler, called

The M entality of Apes, with con vincing de scriptions of

chimpanzees solving pro blems not by step-by-step

experimentation, but by seeing relation ships be tween the

parts in a flash of insi ght. We see things, we sense a

connection, and only after that do we make a

hypothesis and then go out to chase it down.

DS: That’s true, but scienc e is a lot messier than

this. The bottom line is that no known understanding is

beyond amendment in the light of sub sequent

information.

WKH: I think our country suffers from a problem in

the report ing of science, prob ably the whole world. The

cliche is that each new findin g “re-writes the textbook.”

This implies that each discovery undoes the earli er work,

which fuels the talk-radio idea that scientist s don’t know

what they are talkin g abou t. W hat’s mis sing is that our

discoveries add significant figures, but the bigger picture

stays the same. So, it was that I went to the Grand

Canyon Natio nal Par k bookstore, to invest igate a book

they carry, which explains that Earth was form ed

6000 years ago, and the canyon was carved during

Noah’s flood. Respond ing to my questions, a park

bookstore attendant e xplained to me that she was happy

that they carry a book explaining beca use it “present ed

the alternatives” to the scientific view.

DS: Mike Brown said that demoting Pluto is a

good example to the public of how science works. We

believed for years that it was a planet, but new facts

made us think this is untrue.

WKH: Well, that’s just a semantics issue. I am not

very inter ested in that. Changing the descriptor word

did not ch ange Pluto’s physical nature.

DS: For 80 years, scientists had one idea, but

overturned it when new data came in. My last art

question, and then we’ll move on to something else.

Why do you not put more figures in your paintings?

WKH: The short answer is that I’m not very good

at it. I spent more time learning to paint landscapes

than learning to paint people! I can’t do portra its, but I

like to put in very small figures sometimes. It reminds

me of the early pictur es of the frontier where painters

used small figures to emph asize how big nature is.

Moran and other 19th century American frontier

painters put in tiny figures for the same reason.

DS: There is a Rockw ell picture of the Gemini IV

astronauts suit ing up. It is typical Rockwell , but it is

about the space age! That picture has always fascinated

me. The space age has be come part of the American

self-image, like the patriarchs and farmsteads.

WKH: Rockwell had closets of costumes he would

use with his models: pilgrims, revolutionary war soldiers,

and so on. I have a story about Rockwell and Chesley

Bonestell, my boyhood hero-artist, whom I befriended

many years later, when he was in his eighties. During one

visit, he pulled out the then-recent U.S. postage stamp

with a Rockwell painting, showing Armstrong stepping

out on the Moon, issued just after Apollo 11. Earth was

illuminated from one direction, while Armstrong was lit

from a different direction. Bonestell loved to point out

logical problems in other artists’ paintings, and he

chortled that of course sunlight shining on Earth, as seen

from the Moon, comes from the same direction as that

light on the lunar foreground, and that Rockwell, of all

people, should know this! Some people still do not get

that the Sun is lighting up everything from a large

distance, although the ancient Greek naturalist,

Aristarchus, realized this and used the simple geometry of

lunar and terrestrial illumination to deduce, correctly, that

the Sun is much farther from Earth than the Moon is.

SOME FINAL QUESTIONS

DS: Okay, my final question. Put your own work

aside and tell me what y ou think the five major advances

in planet ary science have been since the early 1950s.

WKH: Well, there is radiometric dating . That is so

important, because it adds the tim e dimension to our

human understanding. And, we can get so many kinds

of chronologic information from different systems.

I think the concept of collisiona l accretion is

important, I mean the sort of thing Safronov and

Wetherill wrote about. Thei r work opened the door to

occasional, stochastic c atastrophic events. Impact

cratering, craters on the Moon, the discovery of the

Earth’s craters and why they are rare, the Giant Impact

hypothesis for the Moon they all grow out of the—

Safronov–Wetherill work.

Something that has really impr essed me although it—

is too soon to be sure of its final importance is the fact—

that the obliquity of Mars wanders all over the place and

the related observation that Mars we see today is not the

Mars of the past. Planetary environments are not

necessarily stable All those days spent at the tele scope!

looking at the current M ars, or taking pictures from

space pro bes, were never going to tell us that story .
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The astronauts’ “little blu e dot” observat ion of the

Earth, made possible by flights to the Moon, was

profound the perception that our planet is such a tiny,—

finite globe. I’m convinced that that image cau sed a

pivotal change in the environmental movement. “Earth

day” was started in the 1970s just after Apollo. M any

American writer s were writing environmental books well

before that, but the planetary, ecospheri c view did not

gain any traction until the Apollo program. I still do not

understand why our generation of economic theorists , at

least those we hear on public radio, still assume that

consumption is a measure of planet’s economic he alth.

They assume all jobs are equal; I would argue that jobs

building solar panels are better than jobs burning coal.

Our “environment” today is not just nearby

meadows, but the whole inner solar system. The idea

that there are resources in space, and that humans have

the cap ability to operate in space, will allow us to

change things on our planet. Solar energy is available in

space for 24 h a day. We can build giant collectors in

space and beam pollution-free solar energy back to

Earth’s power grid. Asteroid resources of metals and

other materials may allow Earth to relax back toward a

less polluted state, and expand our space-based

infrastructure. The sleeper issue is that we have to think

about how space resources are used on Earth in a way

so as to decrease the gulf between the rich and the

poor. We cannot have this 16th century notion that

whoever gets there first gets the resources. That model

led to five centuries of continental-scale warfare. It

terrifies me that the existing entrepr eneurial paradig m

promotes exactly that same mod el.

DS: What about the space treaty?

WKH: The space treaty is being picked apart! I

have a book from Springer publ ishing, called Who

Owns the Moon? It’s fascinating. As early as page 48, it

says that not all asteroids are celestial bodies! An

interesting idea! The proposed, legal istic reason involves

movable object s. Furthermore, the legalist s and

privateers (I use the word delibe rately) point out that

the space treaty talks about how celestial bodies cannot

be owned by terrestrial government; they say this means

they can be owned by pr ivate compan ies. A second

treaty was the “Moon treaty” which was not signed by

America and many other major space-faring nations,

because it referred to space resources as a “common

heritage of mankind.” That phrase made some countries

and most entrepren eurs see red. It limits their abilities

to grasp and sell the resou rces.

And shouldn’t we count the discovery of planetary

systems around other star s as another crucial advance

in human understanding of our cosmic environment?

DS: You hear it said a lot, that NASA spends a

fortune on missions and puts a pittance into the

Research and Analysis programs that mine the mission

data.

WKH: I’m lucky and hap py that for most of my

career I’ve been funded out of those R and A programs.

Spacecraft missions are of course crucia l for our

expansion into our space environment. But during years

of financial crisis, there are plenty of cheaper discove ries

to be made from the accumulated data!

DS: Well, Bill. We have reached the end of my

questions. Do you have anythi ng you want to add?

WKH: No, except that I hope I’ve not been too

boring.
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